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Musicians seen as Cold War weapons
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Stars like Bob Dylan, Joni Mitchell and James Taylor were put forward to be the US government's secret weapons in
bringing down Communism, a Cold War memo has revealed.

A wish-list of A-list rockstars who could go on tour in the Soviet Union is outlined in a secret 1975 memo from the US
embassy in Moscow.

In a note about "possible popular music groups for USSR tour", the US ambassador Walter Stoessel Jr explains:
"Believe 'soul' genre not top of interest here, and suggest priority consideration be given to 'soft rock', 'blues/rock', or
'country rock'."

The note adds: "While this would be new for Soviet tour, as would most aspects [of] current music, believe time ripe to
make attempt."

The memo - flagged up in this week's Wikileaks release of 1.7 million diplomatic cables - goes on to list the main
contenders for each genre, commenting that A-list artists should be approached rather than "lesser-known more
derivative artists".

Dylan, Taylor, Mitchell and Don McLean are listed as ideal "soft rock" candidates, while the Allman Brothers Band,
Lynyrd Skynyrd, the Atlanta Rhythm Section and Richard Betts topped the list of "blues/rock" artists. Under "country
rock", the memo listed acts like Poco, Cactus, the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band and Leon Russell.

The Beatles may have sung about going Back to the USSR, but they never made it to the Soviet Union, and nor did
many of the artists on the US embassy wish-list.

Unlike Elton John, who went on a groundbreaking tour of the Soviet Union in 1979, Dylan, McLean and Mitchell never
toured the USSR, although Dylan did make an unexpected appearance at a poetry concert in Moscow in 1985 while
James Taylor played in Moscow in 1987, the same year that Billy Joel performed.

Duke Ellington and his orchestra visited the USSR in 1971 on a highly publicised State Department tour, but more than
a decade earlier, in 1957, Louis Armstrong pulled out of a US government-sponsored tour of the Soviet Union shortly
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after nine African-American students were barred from entering an all-white high school in Little Rock, Arkansas.

Shortly after the death of Michael Jackson, it emerged that the East German secret police had spied on him during a
visit to West Berlin to play a concert near the Berlin Wall in 1988.

Stasi files show there was concern that young people would "do anything they can to experience this concert".

Pink Floyd played a few days before Jackson and turned their speakers towards East Berlin to blast out their hit The
Wall out into the German Democratic Republic. Meanwhile, East German music fans were treated to concerts by Bruce
Springsteen and Bryan Adams a month later: all part of rock 'n' roll's role in winning the Cold War.

A spokeswoman for the US State Department said yesterday that, starting in 1956 and lasting through to the late 1970s,
the US Government ran a Jazz Ambassadors programme "as a way for countries behind the so-called Iron Curtain and
less-developed countries to experience American culture".

She added that there had been "various iterations" of the programme since the late 1970s, including country, folk, indie
rock, R&B and hip-hop artists performing for citizens and heads of state around the world.
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